
TurnPost was launched by interior designer Vanessa Rhodes, from a desire to 

create luxury beds and furniture to fulfil the increasing demand for British design 

and craftsmanship. The brand name reflects the beds at the very heart of the 

company; made from sustainable solid Ash, each 'Turn post' is created by hand in 

the heart of Yorkshire using highly skilled craftsmen.  

 

   

Working with local artisans TurnPost hand turn and manufacture luxury beds of supreme quality and 

individuality; their beds are a modern interpretation of the traditional four poster bed, with edgy style 

and endless colour possibilities. The company also specializes in the manufacture of bespoke beds, 

dressing rooms and all bedroom furniture to offer a complete bedroom solution. 

    

 

TurnPost recently became members of the Association of British Furniture Manufacturers, endorsing 

the brand’s British made beds and furniture. Their local manufacturing enables them to have shorter 

delivery times (4 weeks) as compared to the industry average of 12 weeks for imported furniture. In 

addition, every bed they make is overseen by their design team ensuring high quality and attention to 

detail. 

 

The TurnPost luxury four poster beds are available from £2,990 and their luxurious mattresses start 

from £1,090. Products can be purchased through leading interior design practices and furniture shops 

throughout the country and from the TurnPost online shop: turnpost.co.uk. To complete the luxury 

bedroom scheme, TurnPost also offers a stylish range of: upholstered beds covered in the finest 

British made wools; chairs; bedside tables; lighting; rugs and soft furnishings. 

Please be sure to check our website regularly for their very latest designs, such as the recently 

launched Goldsborough: http://turnpost.co.uk. Or alternatively, please do not hesitate to contact their 

design team on 01937 572 570 to discuss your bespoke bed requirements, to turn your ideas and 

inspirations into reality. 
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